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ABOUT ADAM SPARKS
Adam Sparks (The 5th Horseman) was born and raised in the Port
City. A writer since high school, Adam has been performing his poetry
for about 10 years in eastern North Carolina, including Greensboro,
Kinston, Statesville, and Greenville, NC. Sparks is an original member
of Mics Wide Open poetry group and Host of the Not So Secret, Secret
Show. He has also performed as the feature poet in several cities in NC,
SC, and GA.

Adam Sparks was the host of the Virtual Poetry Reading on Sunday, February 28, 2021.
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THE FINAL LESSON
by Kelly Jones
We are called to the blackboard
Of history
Equal but separate
Words learned by whipping
Cursive on the backs of men
Slates are never clean
We aim fire hoses at the past
Baptizing our hatred
Words still bleed through the darkness
Like ghosts on Pettus Bridge
Our monuments kneeling
Our allegiance divided
Our story like
Nails on a blackboard
We close our ears
And close our hearts
But our eyes stay open
We must learn
History is written by the winners in chalk
Truth is etched by the just
In stone
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BOLD ACTION
by Donna Gargett
The history books will not make a final conclusion.
The empty black board brings hope for inclusion.
Still hard lessons are learned in seclusion.
We need bold action and red and blue fusion.
The search for racial equality should not lead to disillusion.
Yet, here we stand underestimating healing power and restitution.
Great leaders spoke hope and unity coming to fruition.
Our youth is the future in this revolution.
Speak out with intelligence, have hard conversations, and free
democracy from abduction.
Together the scars will heal in reparations.
One day, today we work to make a better civilization.
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AMERICA GROWS
by James Edwards
I grew up in Sault Ste. Marie
And thought every one was free
I learned in History Class
Abraham Lincoln Freed the slaves at last
But that didn’t change things right away
There is some bias still today
Things have improved over the years
I really think peace is near
If we all work together with love
The Lord will smile from above
There will always be those who hate
But with Love, Hope and Future dates
I feel relations will improve, I bet my soul
If everyone works toward the goal
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PROGRESS
by James Edwards
Abraham Lincoln was born in Kentucky
He became president, we were lucky
The Civil War was a terrible thing
But he managed the conflict to bring
Peace to the US, South and North
He freed the slaves and brought it forth
It took a while for it to sink in
No matter the color of your skin
You can succeed if you work at it
Go to school and get the credit
Get a job and show your skill
Your boss will see you fill the bill
Hopefully he will not look at color
But rate you fairly against another
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CONVERSATION OF
HOPE AND FUTURE*
by Helen Mirkil
Group A is willing to turn away from sinful inclinations–
We begin again and again
Hate is no longer a sign of strength
Ignorance is no longer a valid excuse
Terrorizing others is the work of the enemy
Exclusion produces a poisoned heart
Group B offers up suggestions for a more beautiful future–
Be the answer
to a great need
Listen and discern
the voice of compassion
Ask what it looks like,
a heart of giving
Choose to be courageous
in the face of racism
Kindness is always
the default position

* Poem inspired by Black Art Matters, an installation by artist Willie Cole.
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BLACK WHITE
by Christine Moughamian
Red
The blood
that pulses beneath
the skin
Black White
Beating
The hearts of
Lives That Matter
Black White
Breathing
In - OUT - IN
The Spirit that binds us
Black White
Together!
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HER NAME WAS MARY
by Dan Hardison
My grandparents spent long hours operating their small-town grocery.
Mary helped by preparing meals. As kids, we would race to the kitchen
to visit with her. A big woman with a big smile, she would be standing
there in her ruffled apron. When asked how a dish was prepared, her
polite response would be to use a pinch of this and a little of that - never
measuring. Mary has been gone many years, yet when I am in the kitchen
preparing something new, I think to myself, “What would Mary do?”
standing
with you beside me...
shadows

Notes from the Author
I grew up in Tennessee during the 1950s and 1960s, but never
understood what segregation meant until the schools desegregated.
The style of poem is the Japanese haibun, a prose poem containing one
or more haiku (a three-line poem) usually ending with a haiku. The
haiku is meant to link or compliment the prose. A haibun will describe
an event or scene.
Her Name Was Mary appeared in the journal Haibun Today,
March 14, Vol 8, No 1.
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DEMOCRACY BLEEDS
by Robert Bellamy
Her eyes hold secrets
The tears that fall hold implications of injustice
He was brought into the world surrounded by love
His light was snatched away by a white lie
The innocence of his youth was bludgeoned
White Supremacy is American Cowardice
Standing strong within the Institution of Our Government
Beautiful Black Babies deserve a chance to live.
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IS IT GOD?
by Robert Bellamy
What is the World coming to?
What can anyone say or do?
Why should we argue?
Why should we fight?
Who is to say?
Who has the right?
When should we worry?
When should we pray?
Who has the answer?
Who knows the way?
Is it God?
Yes, it’s God
They say they believe but I wonder if they do
Because no one could be this way
If they’re that close to you
They are always saying what others should do
I can only say to them “why aren’t you doing it too?”
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LIVE FOR THE
RIGHT OF PASTS
by Shay Webb
The delivering past that watered dying souls with lesions, lessons,
from God and sun-kissed drops of Gold trimming mirroring crimson,
velvet blood flowing from the hearts vestibule.
The smothering past that suffocated with words of discouragement
in fear of a breakthrough
The smog-ridden past that granted cast iron lungs,
tarrying this ungraceful, unforgiving earth that dodged left
while swinging with iron fist
But paused past pushed play into the present
The promising present knit by grandmother’s tender hand touches
and exalted prayers of her grandmother to her Heavenly Father
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SHACKLES
by Shay Webb
The shackles my ancestors once wore on that hell-bent,
tuna canned, area voyage ship
Are mere replicas to shackles my brothers, sisters, now wear strapped
like Glocks, tied like twine, locked to their minds and souls, cutting like
sickles... cell, anemic and cold from a societal leach yearning to infiltrate
Inappropriate
Illegitimate
The culture with lies and eraser shavings towards centuries of excellence.
But corruption and ignorance may not prevail because the ancestors
have planted, and we are reaping only to sow for another generation of
reaping. Sow hope to reap unity. Sow education to reap change.
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DESK OF DEMOCRACY
by Ami Offenbacher-Ferris
“I can’t believe it!”
“It can’t be true!”
“This can’t be happening!”
“Empty!” I cried out in unison with my fellow patriots, staring at the
massive desk sitting bereft at the front of Democracy.
It was true, no one presiding over the uniquely ornate piece of furniture
occupying this Democratic void. No one.
Chaos stretched its sticky tentacles through the broken windows of
history; disrupting, vengeful, hate-filled until its blackness overtook the
light. Sheep and shepherds all caught and held within the vicious fist of
chaos.
“Who will lead now?” They cried.
“I will!” Quietly taking the powerful seat.
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GLOW
by Ami Offenbacher-Ferris
Skies are so clear for some
Not so for others
Some know what is to come
Yet not for another
Those that do not know knowing
Fear those that can foretell
The ones that carry the glowing
Want them removed hearts in hell
The fear ever growing
Why do we frighten them so
Nature breeds differences naturally
All plus those that live without the glow
For if the world contained only uniformity
Then all we would have is bright white snow
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UNTITLED
by Francisco Negro
Walk the earth for truth
The information provided to us is wrong
There no enemies only neighbors
And neighbors are the community
Part of a region
Part of a whole
We too are neighbors
How do we get along
With conversation mostly
So when the capital sends down the list
And your side is against mine
Who are we fighting for
Us or them
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DO YOU SEE WHAT I SEE?
by Claudia Blanchard
Desegregation
Integration
Assimilation
Cultural appropriation
Isolation
Brutalization
Mass incarceration
Endemic frustration
Humiliation
Misinformation
Suppression
Decimation
Sedition
Insurrection
Destruction
Revolution
Vaccination
Confirmation
Inauguration
Take back our nation
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WE LIVED HAPPILY
by John Stickney
We lived happily during BLM
(after Ilya K.)
So when they shot and choked and shot and choked other
people, we
wondered
but not that much, we tisked and
tutted with our tongues inside our
mouths but not outside. I stayed
In my house, around my house
watching
America
killing, one invisible life by
another invisible life.
I changed the channel to
watch something else.
In this 240 year reign
Of this royal house of violent supremacy
In the street
In the state
In the country of supremacy
Our Great Violent Supremacy
We (not they)(not them)(not those
People) we
Lived happily clicking clicking clicking
Changing the channel
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ODE TO CHEESE
by Allison Campbell
Orange, White, Yellow
The colors of cheese
Creamy, Smooth
Flavorful
The texture of cheese
Cheese, oh cheese
I love you, Cheese
That smell that you have
The way that you taste
The cheese that you are
Brings me joy
Cheese, oh cheese
I love you, Cheese
Cheddar, American,
Gouda, Swiss
The types of cheese
Chredded, Whipped,
Sliced
The ways to eat cheese
Cheese, oh cheese
I love you, Cheese
Delicious, Tasty,
Amazing, Nice
Words to describe
cheese
Snack, Meal, Dessert
The things that cheese can be
Cheese, oh cheese
I love you, Cheese
Cheese, Did I mention,
that I love you?
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